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Abstract

The telemetry data are essential in evaluating the performance of aircraft and diagnosing its failures. This work combines the oversampling technology with the run-length encoding compression algorithm with an error factor to further enhance the compression performance of telemetry data in a multichannel acquisition system. Compression of telemetry data is carried out with the use of FPGAs. In the experiments there are used pulse signals and vibration signals. The proposed method is compared with two existing methods. The experimental results indicate that the compression ratio, precision, and distortion degree of the telemetry data are improved significantly compared with those obtained by the existing methods. The implementation and measurement of the proposed telemetry data compression method show its effectiveness when used in a high-precision high-capacity multichannel acquisition system.
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1. Introduction

A telemetry testing system is used to evaluate the performance of aircraft and to diagnose failures by detecting the aircraft responses to different input sensor signals in flight experiments. The testing signals are either transmitted to the ground test station by a wireless information channel of the telemetry system or stored in a recorder whose contents will be recycled after the experiment. A highly efficient information channel transmission and telemetry data storage are essential because of an increasing quantity of testing data and their types, as well as high real-time testing requirements [1–3]. The compression of telemetry data will be further used to optimize the bandwidth usage rate of signal channels and storage space.

Many data compression techniques have been employed in the transmission and storage of telemetry data. The most known compression methods include: the run-length encoding (RLE), Huffman encoding, Golomb-Rice encoding, Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW), and wavelet compression [4–7]. The telemetry data are obtained from sensors in a form of text, images, video, audio, and many other formats. Heterogeneous types of telemetry data may need various applications of data compression techniques [8]. Maluf et al. combined discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs) with LZW and Flate algorithms for textual data and JPEG coding for images [8]. Two almost lossless data compression algorithms were proposed for the telemetry data produced by hyperspectral sensors installed on a satellite [9]. The telemetry video signals of the surface of Mars are compressed with a compression ratio of 24:1 and then transmitted from the Mars to the Earth by USA Mars Exploration Rovers [10]. A two-stage Lempel-Ziv lossless data compression is implemented for the telemetry data from various sensors aboard satellite launch.
vehicles [11]. A modified Rice compression method is adopted to the telemetry data of a launch vehicle with a compression ratio of 2:1 [12]. Combining multiple data compression algorithms facilitates obtaining a high compression ratio [13–15]. Furthermore, proper hardware implementation of data compression is essential in enhancing the performance of data compression [16, 17]. Kao et al. developed a modularized approach to trade off the hardware cost and an achievable compression ratio [18]. Lin et al. proposed a two-stage hardware architecture to improve compression and decompression rates [4].

The precision, distortion degree, and compression ratio of the telemetry data should be considered. The ideal condition is one with a high compression ratio, high data precision, and no signal distortion. For practical engineering applications, specific values of these parameters should be adjusted to a specific requirement. The compression distortion degree is generally set to less than 0.1% for engineering applications. A range of compression ratio of the telemetry data in the previous research is from 1.38 to 42 [9, 19, 20]. The data precision is larger than 8 bits.

Despite the progress in data compression studies, the telemetry data compression used in telemetry acquisition systems has not been sufficiently examined yet. Firstly, given large amounts of the telemetry data and high real-time testing requirements, a data compression method ensuring a high compression ratio is required. Secondly, an effective hardware implementation approach to the data compression method is needed for a real multichannel acquisition system. Many compression methods can obtain a high compression ratio by employing a complex hardware support, such as DSP and FPGA groups or a dedicated compressor [21, 22]. However, these types of hardware implementation are unsuitable for some telemetry engineering applications because of their high cost and complex design. Thirdly, the telemetry signals collected by a telemetry system operating with high sampling rates include interference signals mixed with useful signals because of the harsh environment. So, telemetry signal noise has a negative effect on the data compression ratio.

To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose an effective data compression method based on a combination of the oversampling technology and the RLE compression algorithm with an error factor. In the study there are considered mainly the telemetry data. The proposed approach consists of three modularized phases: 1) oversampling and normal averaging; 2) data encoding based on RLE with an error factor; and 3) two-stage framing. The hardware implementation of the modularized compression method for the telemetry data employs FPGAs. The proposed data compression method used in a telemetry testing system demonstrates the following unique advantages in comparison with the existing data compression methods.

Firstly, the proposed method exhibits a high performance in handling the telemetry data. The previous work enhanced a compression ratio by increasing the error parameter [23]. However, it resulted in a significant increase of a signal distortion and a significant reduction of the acquisition system precision. To address this issue, our approach considers all three factors by incorporating the oversampling technology into the RLE algorithm with a compressibility error. The proposed method achieves a high compression ratio and improves accuracy of the telemetry data for a small error parameter value with a low signal distortion. The proposed method can be also effectively applied to high-precision multichannel acquisition systems.

Secondly, the hardware implementation of the proposed compression method is based on FPGAs. Compressing large amounts of the telemetry data, especially high-precision data, is not feasible without a proper hardware support [24]. However, an effective hardware implementation for telemetry data compression is still unavailable. In our approach, the data compression method employs FPGAs to achieve modularized compression in a multichannel acquisition system. The developed hardware implementation is suitable for the telemetry data because of its low cost and simple design.
2. Design and implementation of telemetry data compression method

The telemetry data used in our study mainly come from various types of sensor signals in aircraft. The telemetry data come in a form of text, images, video, audio, and many other formats. In our work, there is considered mainly the compression method for numerical data, and the telemetry data are transformed into a digital form. Digital signals from each channel of the sensor network in a multichannel telemetry acquisition system are assembled in a frame processor by a quantization processor. The signals are later transmitted to a transmitter or storage system through a sending processor being a unit of the frame processor. This process demonstrates a typical transmission path of the telemetry signals. However, the telemetry signals collected by the telemetry system operating with high sampling rates consist of useful signals mixed with interference signals. The signals are preprocessed before compression to minimize a negative effect of noise on data compression. To this purpose, an improved approach is proposed, which consists of three modularized phases: 1) oversampling and normal averaging of the telemetry data; 2) data compression based on RLE with an error parameter; and 3) two-stage framing. The improved transmission path is shown in Fig. 1.

![Transmission path of the telemetry signal.](image)

**Fig. 1.** Transmission path of the telemetry signal.

2.1. Telemetry data pre-processing

To reduce the negative effect of noise on data compression, the telemetry data are preprocessed using oversampling and averaging technologies before data compression. The oversampling prevents aliasing, improves resolution, and reduces noise. Sampling of telemetry signals is based on the Nyquist theory. An anti-aliasing filter is commonly adopted in the acquisition circuit to significantly inhibit signal aliasing. However, full elimination of aliasing by using a practical filter is difficult. The oversampling technology could further improve the effectiveness of inhibition of signal aliasing according to the principle of Nyquist theory. Moreover, the oversampling has a significant influence on the baseband quantization noise when the ADC noise could be approximated as white noise [25–27]. An oversampling frequency \( f_{OS} \) of each channel and an oversampling factor \( \beta \) are defined as follows:

\[
f_{OS} = \beta f_{NS},
\]

(1)

where \( f_{NS} \) is an original sampling frequency.

\[
\beta = 4^w,
\]

(2)

where \( w \) is the number of additional bits of a desired resolution.

A quantization noise power \( Q_{os} \) is expressed as:

\[
Q_{os} = \frac{Q_n \times f_{NS}}{f_{OS}}.
\]

(3)

Equation (1) is substituted into (3) to obtain the quantization noise power at the oversampling frequency:

\[
Q_{os} = \frac{q^2 \times f_{NS}}{12(\beta f_{NS})} = \frac{Q_n}{\beta}.
\]

(4)

Therefore, the signal-to-quantization-noise ratio (SQNR) is further enhanced:
We assume that \( N \) is the number of bits without oversampling. Therefore, in our proposed approach, the resolution is equal to the effective number of bits \((N + w)\). We can find that oversampling reduces the quantization noise power and hence increases the resolution of an \( N \)-bit ADC and improves SQNR.

The total sampling frequency of the system, \( f_s \), is determined by the oversampling frequency \( f_{OS} \) of every input signal and the number \( m \) of input channels in the acquisition system, and is denoted as follows:

\[
m \times f_{OS} \leq f_s.
\]  

The working mode of ADC module is controlled by FPGA by adjusting the total sampling frequency of the system.

The oversampled data are averaged according to the following procedure. To reduce the complexity of sample logic, four nodes (e.g., \( A(t_0), A(t_1), A(t_2), \) and \( A(t_3) \)) are sampled in one sampling cycle. The four sampling points are averaged by the averaging processor to reduce the negative effect of noise on data compression. The averaged data \( A(T_1) \) are written into the compression register of a current channel. This procedure is repeated until the signals of all channels are processed. All averaged data (e.g., \( A(T_1), A(T_2), ... \), \( A(T_n) \)) of the corresponding channels are later compressed. A schematic of sampling and averaging is shown in Fig. 2. The interference signals are highly suppressed by the oversampling and averaging processes, which enable to obtain a high compression ratio.

\[
SQNR = \frac{Q_{\text{signal}}}{Q_{\text{os}}}. 
\]  

2.2. Data encoding based on RLE with error factor

The RLE algorithm is suitable for compressing binary sequences [28]. Therefore, the RLE algorithm is adopted to directly compress signals from each channel of the multichannel acquisition system. The amplitude of all telemetry data are adjusted into the same allowable amplitude range of ADC by a signal adjustment circuit. Subsequently, the adjusted data are transformed into the corresponding quantized data according to bits of ADC. The error parameter is incorporated into the RLE algorithm to increase the compression efficiency. The error bound is related with these quantized data and is set to a specific value on the basis of the distortion tolerance. The differences between adjacent quantized data are compared with the error bound. These quantized data are regarded as being of the same value if their difference is smaller than the error bound; otherwise they are of different values. Therefore, the error bound is irrelevant to the input analog signals, whether they are preprocessed or not.

In our multichannel acquisition system, the resolution of AD converter was set to 16 bits. The data formats are shown in Table 1. The highest bit, D15, is defined as a logic number (one
or zero) to distinguish the quantization data from the run length. Thus, D14 to D0 denote the AD quantization data if D15 is equal to one; otherwise, they denote the run length. The averaged data were compressed based on the run-length compression with an error parameter. A flow chart of the compression algorithm process is shown in Fig. 3. Taking channel one as an example, the previous data and the current data were first allocated to the initial values of registers D0 and D1. Secondly, D1 can be replaced by D0 and Nt adds one if D1 is in an interval of \([D0-\Delta, D0+\Delta]\), and the current and next data are assigned to D0 and D1, respectively; otherwise, Nt is reset to zero. Thirdly, the difference between D0 and D1 in the subsequent time period is further compared with \(\Delta\). To prevent the count of run length to be too long to disorder the data structure, the run length is automatically reset after adding to a particular value (e.g. 32767 for a 15-bit run length), and the aforementioned 3-step procedure is then repeated until the sampling is completed. The data of each channel can be compressed in parallel by using the above mentioned procedure.

Table 1. Telemetry data format.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D15</th>
<th>D14 ~ D0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>AD quantized data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Run length (0 to 32767)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Two-stage framing

For the multichannel signals of sensor networks, the correlation of data between adjacent channels was neglected because the oversampling processor was set to the sampling polling mode. A data packet was designed to improve the compression method (Fig. 4). In Fig. 4, CHMN denotes the quantization data of a corresponding channel, CH_NUM is the number of channels, RCx is the row count, FCx is the frame count, RSYNx is the row synchronous word, and FSYNx is the frame synchronization word. The data packet is divided into two stages. On the first level, the sampled data of each channel are compressed and packed into small data packets called sub-frames. Each sub-frame contains labelling, a synchronous word, and
a channel number and corresponds to one channel, thereby ensuring that all data in the same channel are stored in a sub-frame. Each channel contains one cache, which is used to store the compressed data of a current channel. The total of 16 sub-frames correspond to 16 channels. Therefore, the designed structure can effectively distribute data with high relevance, thereby enhancing the data compression ratio. The data structure is shown in Table 2. RSYNx of the sub-frame is “EB 90”. FSYNx of the sub-frame is “14 6F”. On the second level, the sub-frames are repacked into a new data packet called a prime frame, in which the frame count and frame labelling of every sub-frame are included. When the size of data stored in this cache equals the size of the sub-frame, these data are read out and then written into a buffer. In the buffer, a frame sign, a channel number, and a time count are all included in the new data packet with the prime-frame format (Table 3). The frame sign is the beginning of a data frame, and it is used to distinguish between different data frames. The time count labels the time of current data framing and is often regarded as the frame count.

The acquisition and compression of telemetry data were performed in the multichannel acquisition system, as shown in Fig. 5. The system consists of an input interface, a signal adjustment circuit, an input voltage follower, an analog multiplexer (MUX), an output voltage follower, an A/D converter, a data buffer, and an FPGA. The test data are transmitted through the interface to a signal adjustment module in which the amplitudes of signal are adjusted and high-frequent noise is filtered. Under the control of FPGA, the adjusted signals of specified channels are output through the voltage follower circuit and the multi-channel analogue switch successively and then are converted by the ADC module. Finally, the compression process of test data is implemented in FPGA. The whole internal logic procedure of FPGA is shown in Fig. 6. The telemetry data are oversampled and transmitted into the A/D converter. Then, the arithmetic average in the internal logic of FPGA is implemented to approximate the oversampled data to the actual signal value to achieve reduction of disturbance and error. This part of the internal function of FPGA is called an oversampled filter. Next, the data are compressed using the RLE encoding and stored in corresponding buffers. Finally, the data are packed and written into FIFO, ready for output by sending to the data logic module.
The proposed approach can achieve the real-time compression of the sampled data. The whole process adopts a pipeline mode. First, the oversampled data are averaged. The data from each channel are then classified based on their frame sign. Then, they are compressed via the run-length encoding method in parallel. Finally, the data of each channel are written into a buffer as a format of the sub-frame. Therefore, the proposed compression method does not cause latency.

3. Measurement results

The test telemetry signals used in our study consist mainly of pulse signals and vibration signals collected by shock sensors and vibration sensors throughout repeated measurements, respectively. The method mentioned in [23] and the popular WinRAR method were used as the control groups. Two multichannel acquisition systems with the same structure were used to sample the same signals simultaneously to evaluate the performance of a proposed compression method in terms of compression ratio, distortion degree, and system precision. The proposed compression method was implemented in one acquisition system, and the data compression...
method mentioned in [23] was implemented in the other system. The sampling frequency was 12 kHz, and the oversampling frequency was 48 kHz. The sampled data were read and decompressed by a home-built PC application software. The data were extracted based on the frame format for each channel. All data were then restored if they were not run-length based on the highest bit of the data. The sizes of the telemetry data after compression at different error parameter Δ values were measured. The compression ratio and distortion degree of the telemetry data and the precision of the acquisition system for these two types of compression method were calculated using the same hardware implementation platform.

Figure 7 shows that the proposed method significantly (i.e., several-fold) improves the compression ratio compared with the method in [23] for the pulse signal, especially when Δ is larger than 15. For example, when the error parameter value is 25, the compression ratio of the data is 544.46 when the proposed method was used. This value was improved by up to ten-fold. These findings reveal that the compression ratio can be further enhanced by using the proposed method. The enhanced compression ratio is resisted to noise disturbance by averaging the quantization noise.

![Fig. 7. A relationship between the error parameter and the compression ratio of pulse signals.](image)

Figure 8 shows a comparison between the original waveform and the compressed signal waveform after decompression when the error parameter value is 25. The original waveforms mentioned in Fig. 8 indicate the output signals of the signal adjustment circuit. The pulse waveform after decompression in the proposed method is in agreement with its original waveform. In our study, the distortion degree is defined as a result of dividing the difference between the values of quantized data before and after the compression by the value of uncompressed data, to quantitatively characterize the compression effect of our method. The distortion degrees of the pulse data at different error parameter Δ values were then compared for the proposed method and the method in [23], as shown in Table 4. The reduction of the distortion degree ranges from 27.78% to 38%, which indicates that the proposed method has a lower distortion degree compared with the method in [23]. In order to directly reflect an advantage of a high compression ratio for the same compression quality (namely, the identical distortion degree) of the developed method, Fig. 9 demonstrates that the proposed method could achieve a higher compression ratio with a smaller distortion, which exhibits significant advantages in the telemetry data compression.
Fig. 8. Comparison of the original waveform with the compressed signal waveform after decompression.

Table 4. Comparison of distortion degrees of the pulse signals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Δ</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method in [23]</td>
<td>0.027%</td>
<td>0.055%</td>
<td>0.083%</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>0.019%</td>
<td>0.039%</td>
<td>0.055%</td>
<td>0.075%</td>
<td>0.087%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>29.06%</td>
<td>29.12%</td>
<td>33.78%</td>
<td>31.73%</td>
<td>38.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method in [23]</td>
<td>0.16%</td>
<td>0.18%</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
<td>0.13%</td>
<td>0.15%</td>
<td>0.15%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>31.25%</td>
<td>27.78%</td>
<td>28.57%</td>
<td>37.50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, the precisions of the system when either method was used were compared, as shown in Table 5. The result shows that the proposed method improves the effective number of bits by one bit by adopting the oversampling technology. When the resolution reaches 9.95 bits, the corresponding degree of distortion of the signal is 0.11%, which indicates that the compressed data can be accurately restored in engineering applications.

For multichannel vibration signals, the compression ratios obtained with the proposed method and the method mentioned in [23] are shown in Table 6. The results show that the compression ratio is significantly improved when the proposed method was used, thereby highlighting the effectiveness of our method.

We also compared our method with the WinRAR compression method in terms of the compression ratio, as shown in Table 7. The WinRAR method is a lossless self-adaptive multiple compression algorithm. The proposed method could be regarded as a lossless compression method when the error parameter is equal to zero. On the contrary, the proposed algorithm works in the loss mode. It is calculated that the compression ratio of the proposed method in the lossless mode is similar to that of the WinRAR method (e.g. 1.8 for the WinRAR
method and 1.3 for the proposed method for a vibration signal). By adjusting the error parameter (e.g. Δ = 25), the compression ratio of the proposed method (namely, in the loss mode) is significantly improved. In this situation, the proposed method achieves the trade-off between a low distortion degree (less than 0.1%), which meets the practical requirement, and a high compression ratio, compared with WinRAR – the loss method.

![Fig. 9. A relationship between the distortion degree and the compression ratio of pulse signals.](image)

**Table 5.** Comparison of Resolution (R) and Compression Ratio (CR) of pulse signals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Δ</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method in [23]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>13.23</td>
<td>25.72</td>
<td>41.77</td>
<td>53.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R (bit)</td>
<td>10.75</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>10.68</td>
<td>10.65</td>
<td>10.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>23.14</td>
<td>60.72</td>
<td>203.73</td>
<td>544.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method in [23]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R (bit)</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>8.96</td>
<td>8.92</td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>142.58</td>
<td>198.2</td>
<td>353.6</td>
<td>621.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R (bit)</td>
<td>10.58</td>
<td>9.99</td>
<td>9.98</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>1024.2</td>
<td>1254.6</td>
<td>1358</td>
<td>1477</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.** The compression ratio of vibration signals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Δ</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method mentioned in [23]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method mentioned in [23]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method mentioned in [23]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7. Comparison of compression ratios obtained with WinRAR and the proposed method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Type</th>
<th>WinRAR method</th>
<th>Proposed method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulse signal</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>545.8 (∆ = 25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration signal</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>81.92 (∆ = 25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

All telemetry signals of the whole testing process should be sampled and recorded to determine the state of aircraft in the experiment. Fast-varying signals are the main components of total data at high sampling rates, and these signals consist of active and smooth transition phases for the whole test time. The active phase of fast-varying signals in the total flight process is less than 20%, whereas the smooth transition phase accounts for 80% of the total fast-varying signals [12, 23]. In the smooth transition phase, the signal values show no significant variations, which can be considered as redundant data. Therefore, the redundant data provide space for data compression. If the data are not preprocessed before the compression encoding, the noise during sampling may increase the difference between adjacent redundant data, which highly affects the compression performance. The oversampling used in this method enables a significant reduction of noise signals in the smooth transition to achieve a high compression ratio in appropriate error parameter conditions. Moreover, the oversampling improves the precision of the sampled data. Thus, the distortion degree and acquisition resolution of the telemetry data are highly improved. Based on these results, the proposed method can further improve the compression performance to meet the requirements in practical engineering applications. Therefore, the proposed method is significantly more effective when applied to high-precision high-capacity acquisition systems, compared with the existing studies.

Developing a data compression method with a high compression performance is necessary to store and transmit large quantities and various types of telemetry data. An enhanced and effective multichannel telemetry data compression method is proposed to balance the compression ratio, precision, and distortion. The proposed approach consists of three modularized phases, as follows: 1) oversampling and normal averaging of the telemetry data, 2) the data compression based on RLE with an error parameter, and 3) two-stage framing. The proposed data compression method is based on FPGAs. The proposed method significantly improves the compression ratio of the telemetry data and the system accuracy as well as reduces the distortion degree of the data, compared with the results of previous research.

The high performance and simple hardware implementation of our proposed method provide an effective data compression application to high-precision multichannel acquisition systems and high real-time testing.
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